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Solo campaign, Guerrilla Warfare in Northern China 

 

In the years up to and during the Second World War, the situation in Northern 
China was complicated to say the least. Firstly the area of Manchuria had been 
effectively independent, even before the Japanese take over. Then there was the 

pro-Japanese Inner Mongolian Army, alternatively called the Mengjiang National 
Army, which repeated got involved on the Japanese side in North China. In the 

Battle of Taiyuan, fought in 1937, the Japanese forces, drawn from both the 
Japanese Northern China Area Army and the Kwantung Army, supported by 
some troops of the Inner Mongolian Army, defeated a mixed Chinese force 

consisting of Warlord, Nationalist and Communist troops.   
The victory meant that Japan had captured most of Shanxi and the NRA arsenal 

at Taiyuan, it also gave them access to coal from Datong in northern Shanxi. 
Unfortunately for them it also gave them a long open flank which allowed the 
Communist 8th Route Army to mount a campaign of guerrilla war which tied 

down a lot of troops who could be of use elsewhere. This was especially true 
when fighting started in the Pacific.  
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Shortage of manpower meant that the Japanese turned to recruiting troops from 

the Chinese population. These ‘puppet troops’ were rarely well equipped and 
motivation was also poor. Whilst some units were comparatively well equipped 

most got cast off weapons and little ammunition.  
In the guerrilla war that followed the Communist forces were true to Mao’s 
dictum, “The guerrilla must move amongst the people as a fish swims in the 

sea.” The regular forces were soon outnumbered by the Min Ping or People’s 
Militia.  

 

 
 
Harrison Forman, an American journalist, was given access to the area by the 

Communists during the war, his book ‘Report from Red China’ was published in 
1945 and the pictures I’m using come from the book. His account of what he 

saw is difficult to check using other sources, but I’ve decided to go with it. 
Unable to force the guerrillas into battle of Japanese terms, the Japanese fell 
back on what they called ‘silk worm’ tactics. They built block houses that were 

between half a mile and two miles apart.  
The block house of Mafang was described as typical. Built on a low eminence, it 

had a circular blockhouse, twenty feet in diameter and twenty five feet high, 
built of stone, mud and brick. The walls were extensively loop holed. Next to it 

was the garrison’s quarters, which were partially underground. The buildings 
were surrounded by three rings of rifle trenches, then came a double line of 
barbed wire fencing. Finally there were three ditches about fifteen feet deep and 

fifteen feet wide. Mafang was held by a garrison of fifty puppet troops.  
In the countryside between the blockhouses peasant life continued. Both sides 

depended on the food produced in the area. As the communists won the 
peasants over, the villages took up arms to defend themselves. Given that the 
making of gunpowder for firecrackers was a cottage industry, producing 

landmines, (these were often command detonated in that a small child in hiding 
would pull the string to detonate it when he saw enemy near enough). 

Another weapon was the ‘wooden cannon’. A hardwood log, often ten feet long, 
was bored out to make a barrel. It was often reinforced by having stolen 
Japanese telephone wire wound tightly round it. This weapon would use black 

powder to propel at least five pounds of broken pots and pans, glass, stones or 
similar. These could be built into the walls of houses, their muzzles disguised by 
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paper covered with thin plaster. They would be command detonated when 
Japanese or Puppet troops entered the village.  

 

 
 

The Japanese quandary was simple, if they tried to patrol, they would lose men 
to the mines. If they attacked a village, it would be mined, booby-trapped and 
even when you broke in you discovered that the villagers had disappeared. 

Village houses had cellars, and the villagers had soon realised that to avoid 
Japanese attacks it made sense to link the cellars together. Eventually the 

villagers started linking villages together, and providing escape routes or 
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allowing reinforcements to move secretly into a village. The tunnels of Cu Chi 
are merely the continuation of an old tradition.  

 

 
The Game 

I wanted a solo campaign/game and the first problem was which side to take. I 
finally decided on the Japanese as they at least have clear and defined 

problems. The setup is simple. You have ten fortified posts, each between half a 
mile and two miles apart. They are connected by tracks of beaten earth. In the 
same area you have six villages. Draw yourself a suitable map.  

 
 

The Blockhouses. 
You have a ‘battalion’ of puppet troops, five hundred strong. This provides half 
company, fifty strong, garrisons each blockhouse. These troops are, in Hell and 

Uncivil Disorder terms, ‘thugs.’ They default to Sullen. In theory, if everybody is 
present they form five bunches, ten strong. 

 
Each blockhouse has a commander, roll a d6 for him. 
1, 2, 3 incompetent and corrupt. Effectively there is no commander. 

4, 5 has some ability. Has one artefact and can cast one spell 
6 Remarkably competent. Has two artefacts and can cast two spells 

 
The artefacts available are ‘mirror shades’ which allow you to cast ‘cool’ In this 
cultural setting, mirror shades could be replaced by a neatly pressed uniform. 

Successfully casting cool allows a bunch to pass their reaction test. 
The other artefact suggested is ‘the book’ which allows you to cast the spell 

‘True Faith’ which allows a bunch to go up one level of aggression. In this case 
the commander is obviously an enthusiast for the Greater East Asia Co-

Prosperity Sphere and has leaflets to inspire him.  
 
 

Your Japanese troops 
You have a rifle company (A type) without a heavy weapons platoon. It is 200 

men strong in three platoons, each sixty men strong, split into four sections or 
bunches, each fifteen strong. Your company HQ is 20 strong, and consists of two 
bunches. One is officers, admin staff, supply and suchlike. The other is generally 

the toughest men you could gather together. Effectively they act as your 
bodyguard. All your troops count as gunmen, except for your HQ bodyguard who 

count as riflemen.  
You can keep your Japanese troops together, spread them out in platoons or 
even add a bunch to each blockhouse. Only your three platoon commanders 

count as commanders and they’re all ‘reasonably competent.’  Thus they get two 
artefacts and two spells. When you appear on the battlefield in person as 

commander you are not limited.  
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The enemy 
With regard to spells and similar they are much the same as your forces. Min 

Ping/Peoples’ Militia/local forces have one artefact, ‘The Book’ which is the 
Communist Manifesto (or as much of it can be fitted into a propaganda leaflet. 

8th Route Army add to this, Mirror Shades, which are a neatly pressed uniform 
and a fountain pen.   
 

Artillery, reinforcements, and air support. 
Hah, you’re lucky to get rifle ammunition. As a special favour roll a d6 and 

you’ve somehow acquired one of these 
 
1,2 You have wrangled a Type 92 70mm battalion gun. You can use it for direct 

fire, it counts as a stationary MGIAT 
3,4 The Emperor has obviously recognised your ability (or something equally 

unlikely) as you have acquired a Type 92 tankette. It counts as a MGIAT. When 
it first arrives it’ll be immune to mines. It’ll take the Communists at least a week 
to plant big enough mines to be anti-tank mines and after than point it’s 

vulnerable. 
5,6 You have acquired a Type 92 Chiyoda armoured car. It too counts as a 

MGIAT but unlike the tankettes there’s a 50% that an ordinary mine will damage 
it.   
 

(MGIAT stands for, My God, It’s A Tank.)  
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Reinforcements? Well you get the opportunity to recruit locals, don’t even think 
of asking for more Japanese.  

 
The villages 

You have six villages in your area which you need to keep an eye on. Give them 

a name if you want. When you’re told to deal with village x roll a d6 to see which 

one you’re dealing with.  

For each village roll a d6 
1,2,3 Obsequious.  

4,5 Seems to ignore the war regarding your forces as just another warlord army 
intent on taxing them. 

6 Hostile.  
 

 
 

Orders from on high. 
Each day you get given at least one job. Toss a coin, heads you get one job, 
tails, you get two. Roll a d6 for which job.  

 
1) Search village x for known bandit. 

 
1,2,3 You find and arrest him. 

4,5    No sign of him anywhere 
6,7,8 Trouble. 
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+1 if the village is obsequious, +2 if it is hostile.  
 

2,3) Gather grain from village x 
 

1,2,3 dispute assessment, offer you half. 
4,5    it’s been a bad year, they can offer you nothing. 
6       trouble 

 
+2 if hostile 

-1 if ignoring the war 
 
Note if you accept the half assessment (anything for an easy life) and make it up 

by collecting an assessment from another village, this still counts as a success. 
 

4) Collect 3 recruits from village x 
 
1,2,3 word leaked out, there is nobody about suitable. 

4,5    get d6 recruits 
6       trouble 

 
-2 if obsequious, +2 if hostile  

 
Note if you accept the recruits you’re offered and make up the numbers by 
conscripting men from another village, this still counts as a success. Also you 

can use any surplus recruits to make your own units numbers up. Also you can 
mount recruiting missions without orders, in this case you keep all the recruits. 

 
5) Search village x for arms 
 

1,2,3  You find nothing 
4,5    You find gunpowder and some firecrackers (Welcome to China, this is what  

         they do) 
6       Trouble 
 

-2 if they ignore the war. +1 if hostile. +3 if obsequious.  
 

6) Tour of inspection. This means you have to visit all your forts.  
What you find depends on the commander of the Puppet troops. Because of the 
distances etc, you only do five forts in a day, you do the next five the next time 

you get this order from above. 
 

 The commander is incompetent and corrupt. Roll 5d10. That is the 
strength of the garrison. 

 The commander has some ability. Roll 5d10, none of the rolls can be less 

than four. That is the strength of the garrison.  
 The commander is competent. Roll 5d10, none of the rolls can be less 

than seven. That is the strength of the garrison. 
 
If there is a Japanese bunch attached to the garrison, the commander is at least 

competent in this regard.  
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Trouble 
Trouble comes in all shapes and sizes.  
 

Trouble in a village. 
 
Set up your village. Move your men into it.  

Toss a coin. 
 

 Heads. Lose half d6 men when a mine explodes. The villages claim it must 

have been left by bandits when they were asleep. From the piece of string 
on the ground you know the mine was command detonated. 

 
 Tails.  A sniper somewhere in the village shoots at your men. 

 

Do you want to make something of it? You can slink away now, accept the 
defeat and get no more casualties or you can teach these people a lesson and 

restore order.  
 
If you decide to restore order this means checking out the mine or finding the 

sniper. 
 

1, 2) After extensive searching it’s obvious that the sniper or the person 
detonating the mine has fled down the tunnels. But at least you’ve won and get 
what you came for from the village. But the village isn’t moved into the ‘ignoring 

the war’ category. 
 

3, 4, 5) As your men spread out to search you’re attacked by the inhabitants 
with mines, wooden cannon and in close combat with swords and peasant 

weapons and tools. 
 
6) The defenders include men from the 8th Route Army with rifles.  

 
Being attacked by 

 
Mines.  If a figure is not within four inches of a villager, toss a coin. On a tails, 
somebody detonates a mine near him. Counts as fired at by a sullen MGIAT. 

Obviously the mine cannot be fired twice, but there may be others in the area. 
 

Wooden cannon. If a group of three or more figures is not within four inches of 
a villager, toss a coin. On a tails, somebody fires a wooden cannon built into a 
wall. The nearest three figures to the cannon count as fired at by a truculent 

MGIAT, anybody else in the area counts as being fired at by a sullen MGIAT. 
 

Close Combat. Roll a d6+1 and half the result rounding up. (So the answer is 
between 1 and 4) This is the number of bunches (each ten strong) of blade 
wielding peasantry who come pouring out of houses and down alleys to attack 

you. Toss a coin for each bunch, heads they’re truculent, tails they’re psychotic.  
 

Men from the 8th Route Army. Toss a coin, heads one bunch of ten, tails two 
bunches of ten, riflemen take to the rooftops to pour fire down on you.  
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Clearing the ground 

If you search every house that surrounds an area, there are no more command 
detonated mines in that area. Roll a d6, the score is the number of men needed 

to secure the house in one move. Once a house is secured, they’ve obviously 
dropped a grenade into any tunnel to temporarily block it, and they have 
disarmed any other denizens. You’ll have to leave two men in each house to 

keep it secure. 
 

Winning 
It is entirely possible that you finally take the village. If you do then you fulfil 
your orders, (the reason you’re there in the first place) and the village is moved 

into the ‘ignoring the war’ category.  
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Trouble on the move 
Whenever your men move outside their posts they run the risk of ambush. Toss 
a coin,  

Heads, no problems. 
Tails, roll a d6. 
 

1,2,  Command detonated mine. Your leading figures can spot it and neutralise it 
if they roll less than or equal to their survival.  

 
3,4 you are shot at by a sniper. (Local forces gunman) Just play out this little 
encounter using the rules. Remember that if you leave the road, have your 

figure roll survival to spot possible command detonated mines.  
 

5,6  Your route is blocked by d6 bunches of people’s militia gunmen. 
 
7   Your route is blocked by d6 units of 8th Route Army regulars, counting as 

riflemen.  
 

+2 if your route takes you near a hostile village. 
+2 if you are going to relieve a post under attack that has managed to tell you 
about the attack using the phone. (Why do you think the bandits left the wires 

uncut?) 
 

Attacks on your posts. 
Each night roll a d6, on a 1, two posts are under attack, 2,3 only one post is 

under attack.  
Roll again, 1,2 they phoned you to tell them. 3,4,5,6 the wires have been cut 
(and stolen) but you work it out where the problem is from the sound of rifle 

fire. (Remember which posts no longer have the phone, they don’t get it back.) 
 

Roll a d10 to discover which posts are being attacked. 
 
Type of attack 

 
1,2,3 sniping attack.  

4,5, local militia trying an intimidation attack. 
6     8th Route Army mounting an attack.  
 

Results if you don’t interfere. 
 

 Sniping attack.  If the defenders are sullen, 1d10 of them desert. If there 
is a Japanese contingent in the garrison, roll twice, the smallest number 
deserts.  

 Intimidation attack made by d6 bunches, ten strong, of local militia 
gunmen. If the defenders are sullen, they will surrender on anything but a 

6 on a d6. If the defenders are truculent they’ll surrender on a 1,2 or 3 
because they’ve run out of ammunition. If there is a Japanese contingent 
in the garrison, the garrison has a 50% chance of being truculent, even if 

they have not got a commander who can motivate them. If they are 
truculent they only run out of ammunition on a 1 or 2. If the Japanese are 

present, they also surrender. 
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 8th Route Army attack. Toss a coin, on a tails they take and destroy the 
blockhouse. The attacking force has d6 bunches of local militia gunmen 

and d6 bunches of 8th Route Army regulars counting as riflemen.  
 

If you do interfere then you might be ambushed. Once you get there you will 
have a combat, although with the sniping attack your arrival is enough to drive 
the sniper and his friends off.  

If you lose a Blockhouse, those villages which have been overawed and are now 
ignoring the war reroll the d6 to see whether they change their minds.  

 

 
 

Overall winning and losing 
 

Sorry and all that, but you’re probably going to lose. Give yourself one point for 
each order carried out successfully, and lose one point for each order you fail to 

carry out. 
Then deduct ten points if you lose a blockhouse or have a force defeated. Add 

ten points if you defeat an enemy force in a pitched battle.  
If at the end of a set period (a week, a month, you chose) if your score is 
positive you get a nice note of thanks from Battalion. 

If your score is positive AND you defeated a force from the 8th Route Army in a 
pitched battle, then you are congratulated and promoted out of this. You have 

won. 
 

Figures 
 

Starting small, GHQ have Japanese infantry (plus heavy weapons and tanks and 
any tank can be a MGIAT). 

 
https://www.ghqmodels.com/collections/1-285-6mm-scale-wwii-japan-infantry 

 
Irregular Miniatures 

 
https://irregularminiatures.co.uk/ 

https://www.ghqmodels.com/collections/1-285-6mm-scale-wwii-japan-infantry
https://irregularminiatures.co.uk/
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have Japanese and Chinese infantry.  

 
Heroics and Ross  

 
http://www.heroicsandros.co.uk/ 
 

Have Japanese infantry and vehicles 
 

For 6mm games just have one figure is one man, the game is the same it just 
takes up less room. But between ourselves I'd be tempted to keep ranges and 
move distances the same, unless you are short of room then just halve them. 

 
For larger figures, I’d assume 20mm because of cheap plastics, but Wargames 

Foundry have Chinese Nationalist troops 
 
https://www.wargamesfoundry.com/collections/20mm-world-war-2 

 
Stonewall Figures also have a range 

 
https://www.stonewallfigures.co.uk/product-category/combat-miniatures-20th-

century-20mm/chinese-nationalist-and-communists/ 
 
For Chinese, for peasants etc you might want to look at Boxer rebellion figures 

Plastic Soldier Review is an excellent place to start 
 

http://www.plasticsoldierreview.com/ 
 
 

When looking for Chinese regulars, one solution would be to buy those packs of 
Japanese infantry where a lot of the figures wear a cap, not a helmet. Then you 

can use helmeted figures for your Japanese, and the figures with the cap for 
Chinese. 
You can also use ACW Union infantry with the kepi. Trim the rifle lock down a 

little and the main problem is the trousers. They should have puttees. I knew 
somebody who trimmed the trousers down below the knee, wound cotton thread 

round the lower leg and once painted, you’ve got puttees.  
 
Really cheap option. If you’re playing this out solo, and you’re more interested in 

a campaign than in the history, does it really matter what figures you use? You 
could always buy a couple of those buckets of ‘army men’ where you get 

anywhere up to a hundred figures for a pound. I’ve discovered that when you 
base them on a 2p piece, and give them a simple paint job people don’t 
recognise them, even when they’re moving them around the wargames table. 

Paint one side a green shade of Khaki and the other side a grey blue, and you’re 
sorted.  

 
 
 

 

http://www.heroicsandros.co.uk/
https://www.wargamesfoundry.com/collections/20mm-world-war-2
https://www.stonewallfigures.co.uk/product-category/combat-miniatures-20th-century-20mm/chinese-nationalist-and-communists/
https://www.stonewallfigures.co.uk/product-category/combat-miniatures-20th-century-20mm/chinese-nationalist-and-communists/
http://www.plasticsoldierreview.com/

